Feedback comment prompts for Assessors
Using Aka Toi for marking
Sometimes you can get prompts for feedback from reading the judgment statement associated with each
question in Aka Toi. Does the statement list some specific things to look for? If yes and you can identify them
in the answer, then you might include them in your feedback. For example, for 23385 Task 1: Advocacy and
self-advocacy question 2, you might write something like… ‘Well done, you have accurately described selfadvocacy and explained why it is important’; these words are in the judgment statement.
Here are some other prompts you might like to adapt for your use.
Achieved

More evidence required (MER)

A pleasure to mark

A good answer but we cannot include client
details, please remove ...

Awesome
Evidence / Outcomes met
Excellent description / example of …
Excellent, you have correctly identified /
interpreted / explained
Good answer, just be mindful of ...
Good clear understanding
Good work
Good work, I can see you have thought hard
about your answer

A good start, please just tell me more about ...
A great start - I just need a little more on ...
A good choice from the learning material,
however I would like to hear your story of
how you put this into practice – what did you
do / how did you approach / where did you
apply this / why would you do this …
Almost there, I just need you to explain /
provide more detail on / attach …

Great job

Although this is a good answer, it seems to be
copied from … Please put this in your own
words and where you do quote directly from
a resource you need to include the reference

Great work, your ability to apply your learning
is evident in your answer

Although you have used a good example,
please find a similar one that is more recent

I am pleased to read how much you enjoy /
have gained / learned …

Call / email me / pop into my office so we can
discuss this further

I can see your client really appreciates your
approach

Good effort, but please make a time to talk
with me so I can help you understand what is
required here

Great feedback from your ...

I enjoyed reading your answer, you show
good understanding of …
It is good to hear that you are …
It sounds like this was quite an experience for
you / challenged you / you learned a lot
through this …
Lovely response
On point
Nice work here, I particularly liked …
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Have a think about a more recent time you ...
Have another look at the learning for this
module; this will help you with your answer
How else could this …
I can see you have a real heart for your
clients; please just add ...
It is clear you have put thought into your
answer; however, the question is asking …
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Achieved

More evidence required (MER)

So nice to read your example of …

Let’s get together to check that you’ve
understood the question and how it relates to
our workplace / this situation / your topic

This is a good example of … in action.
Thumbs up, this answer meets the outcomes
of …
Very thoughtful – thank you
Well done, I like how you explained / showed
/ demonstrated ...
Well done, this was good to read …
Well written answer, you covered all the
points required and show you understand the
topic
You are an asset to the team
You clearly have good knowledge of ...
You clearly understand the subject and can
apply it to your practice

Lovely answer, but please rewrite it based on
our policies / context / clients ...
Please clarify …
Please discuss this with your team leader to
help you with …
Please read the question again as you have
missed …
Read the introduction information to this
section, then have another look at your
answer ...
That is a good answer, but can you think of
another action …

You have demonstrated good skills /
competence / awareness …

This question is specific to our policies/the
code of rights/the …; have a look at page … to
remind yourself of what …

You show good self-awareness in your
answer

What is another approach you might take in
this situation?

You show that you have understood the
impact of ...

Where might it be appropriate to …

Your team clearly appreciate your work /
support you well / has a good culture / listen
to your ideas

Why is it important to …

You’ve explained … well
You've shown your adaptability / ability to
communicate / understanding of cultural
diversity …
MĀORI
Ka pai

(Good)

Ka pai to mahi

(Good work)

Ka rawe

(Excellent)

Kei te pai

(That’s good)

Tino pai

(Great)

Tino pai to mahi

(Great work)
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Who else might …
You are on track; just have another read of
the question – what action / who else …
You have chosen the right information from
the learning resource, however, please
provide an example of what this looks like in
your role / how you apply this in your role / of
how you have put this into action
You have missed an important point in your
answer here; how else might you …
You need to use real life scenarios you have
experienced
You’ve made a really good start to this
question; however, the question has asked …
Your answer is thoughtful, but you went offtrack a bit, please write / identify / explain ...
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